CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS IN HAWAIʻI

A summary of climate change and its impacts to Hawaiʻi’s ecosystems and communities
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“Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change.”

-Stephen Hawking-

"Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950s, many of the observed changes are unprecedented over decades to millennia. The atmosphere and ocean have warmed, the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, sea level has risen, and the concentrations of greenhouse gases have increased."

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2013

Image: Coastal taro fields, Hanalei, Kaua‘i. Source: Dolan Eversole.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is now widely accepted that human activities are affecting global climate systems in a significant way. While there are disagreements about the exact nature, magnitude, and timing of these changes, the science is clear that global climate change is being observed. This report is intended to provide a basic summary of the observed and projected changes to Hawai‘i’s ecosystems and their resulting impacts for Hawai‘i’s residents.

The University of Hawai‘i Sea Grant College Program (UH Sea Grant) prepared this climate change impacts report to provide Hawai‘i communities with a foundational understanding of the effects of global climate change on Hawai‘i’s resources and ecosystems. The report presents a summary of the current state of scientific knowledge regarding climate change and how it is expected to affect Hawai‘i, including marine, coastal, terrestrial, and freshwater ecosystems, built systems, and human health so that Hawai‘i can be better prepared for the changes to come.

The first part includes an overview of global climate science, followed by a summary of observed and projected impacts by specific ecosystem and sector. Where applicable, context is provided for how the changes in these ecosystems have bearing for Hawai‘i’s communities, economic sectors, and the built environment. This structure is intended to serve a broad audience, including communities and government agencies that are involved or interested in issues related to climate change impacts in Hawai‘i, to improve the basic understanding of how climate change is expected to affect Hawai‘i.

UH Sea Grant, in partnership with state, local, and non-governmental entities, strives to address the climate change adaptation needs of Hawai‘i through additional research and technical support for state climate change adaptation planning. UH Sea Grant strives to support the adaptive capacity and resilience of Hawai‘i’s communities through university extension, education, and partnerships. The first step in building adaptive capacity is sharing knowledge about existing vulnerabilities to climate change impacts.

Global Climate Change and Hawai‘i

Climate change is now observed globally. The scientific consensus presented in the global body of climate research, including the fifth report released by the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 2013, is that warming of Earth’s climate system is unequivocal (IPCC, 2013). The fifth IPCC assessment report concludes that it is “extremely likely”¹ that most of the temperature increase since the mid-20th century is caused by increased concentrations of greenhouse gases from human activities. This finding is supported by detection of land and sea temperature increases, changes in global water cycle, reductions in snow and ice, sea-level rise, and changes in climate extremes.

¹ Defined as 95–100% probability by the IPCC, 2013 Summary for Policy Makers: “It is extremely likely that human influence has been the dominant cause of the observed warming since the mid-20th century.”
http://www.climate2013.org/spm
Summary of Local Impacts of Climate Change to Hawai‘i

The rate of **warming air temperature** in Hawai‘i has quadrupled in the last 40 years to over 0.3°F (0.17°C) per decade. This warming could cause thermal stress for plants and animals, and heat-related illnesses in humans as well as expanded ranges for pathogens and invasive species.

A **decrease in the prevailing northeasterly trade winds**, which drive orographic precipitation on windward coasts, has been recorded in Hawai‘i over the last 40 years.

Hawai‘i has seen an overall **decline in rainfall** in the last 30 years, with widely varying precipitation patterns on each island. It is projected that Hawai‘i will see more drought and heavy rains causing more flash flooding, harm to infrastructure, runoff, and sedimentation.

Declining precipitation trends have caused a **decrease in stream base flow** over the last 70 years, and could reduce aquifer recharge and freshwater supplies and influence aquatic and riparian ecosystems and agriculture.

**Sea surface temperatures have warmed** between 0.13°F and 0.41°F (0.07°C and 0.23°C) per decade in the Pacific for the last 40 years. This trend is projected to accelerate, warming by 2.3°F to 4.9°F (1.3°C to 2.7°C) before the end of the century. This warming can influence ocean circulation and nutrient distribution.

Global **ocean acidity has increased** by 30% due to marine uptake of CO₂, correlating to a pH change of 0.1. Acidification is expected to continue, with additional pH changes between 0.1 and 0.4 by the end of the century. Ocean acidification could trigger a wide range of impacts on marine biota, including inhibiting shell and skeleton growth in corals, shellfish, and plankton.

**Sea level has risen** over the last century on each island at rates varying from 0.5-1.3 inches (1.5-3.3 centimeters) per decade, which has contributed to shoreline recession. Accelerating rates of sea-level rise have been detected in global sea level data. Rates of rise are projected to continue to accelerate, resulting in a 1-3 foot (approximately 0.3-1 meter) rise, or more, by the end of the century. Sea-level rise will exacerbate coastal inundation, erosion and hazards, leading to the degradation of coastal ecosystems, beach loss, and increasing damage to infrastructure in low-lying areas.

**Threats to human health** posed by Hawai‘i’s warming climate may include increased heat-related illness and wider ranges of vector-borne diseases such as dengue fever.
About the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa Sea Grant College Program
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I. INTRODUCTION

"Hawaiʻi joins other islands on the front lines of climate change, exposed to impacts that are already hitting tropical islands first and most severely—including drought, sea level rise, coastal erosion, flooding, storm intensification, rising temperatures, climate-sensitive disease proliferation and ocean acidification. These impacts have a direct effect on our urban and rural populations, as well as our rare flora and fauna."

Hawaiʻi Governor Neil Abercrombie,
From Navigating Change
Hawaiʻi’s approach to adaptation, December 2013

Climate Change and Hawaiʻi’s Residents

Hawaiʻi is an archipelago of diverse features from the multi-hued reefs in Hanauma Bay and densely packed streets of Waikiki to the sometimes-snowcapped summit of Mauna Loa. It is composed of unique species, phenomena, and habitats from the endemic Hawaiian honeycreeper, to the thundering north shore winter waves and the great chasm of Waimea Canyon. These unique environments are already changing under the influence of rising ocean levels, coastal erosion, invasive species, land-use and development changes, pollution, increasing population, and natural resources demands. Global climate change is adding further stress to Hawaiʻi’s ecosystems and resources.

The islands’ geographic and environmental complexity challenges us to anticipate the effects of climate change on the natural environment in a meaningful way. The limitations of downscaling climate models for local impacts and uncertainty in natural climate and weather patterns make long-term predictions very complex. Current observations – such as trends in declining rainfall and rising temperatures and seas – can serve as indicators of Hawaiʻi’s future and may help inform communities as they begin to plan for climate change.
While there is a large amount of science on global climate change available, sorting through and interpreting this very technical and often disparate information can be time-consuming and confusing, especially for the general public. This report provides insight to the current and projected state of climate change and the potential primary effects to Hawai‘i’s communities.

The structure of this outreach report provides a broad overview of the current state of climate science as it relates to Hawai‘i’s environment, beginning with global climate change and moving to regional, local, and finally ecosystem-specific impacts. The report highlights the primary impacts to Hawai‘i ecosystems, communities, and economic sectors. It is hoped that an improved general understanding of climate science and the associated impacts will lead to informed communities that are better prepared and have greater motivation for undertaking and supporting climate adaptation and mitigation efforts.

What is Climate Change?

According to the United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2007), climate change is “a change in the state of the climate that can be identified (e.g., using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or the variability of its properties, and that persists for an extended period, typically decades or longer. It refers to any change in climate over time, whether due to natural variability or as a result of human activity.”

Since the industrial age, our climate has been changing in unprecedented ways. The chemical composition of the atmosphere is in flux, mostly due to human emission of greenhouse gases that contribute to excessive global warming (IPCC 2007, 2013). While warming of the Earth’s ocean and air are at the heart of global climate change, the effects of this change are not limited to warming - they include a multitude of complex and often compounding feedback mechanisms and localized changes to Earth’s natural systems that extend from pole to tropics.

What are Greenhouse Gases (GHG)?

The temperature of our atmosphere is largely regulated by greenhouse gases, which absorb heat, or infrared radiation, emitted from Earth’s surface. This process effectively traps heat in the atmosphere that would otherwise escape into space (Figure 1). These gases occur naturally in Earth’s atmosphere but their concentrations are being increased beyond pre-industrial levels by processes such as burning of fossil fuels and deforestation. While greenhouse gases are essential to maintaining Earth’s temperature, excess quantities are raising global average temperatures above the range of natural variability. The most important greenhouse gases are: water vapor (H₂O), which causes about 60% of the greenhouse effect on Earth; carbon dioxide (CO₂), about 26%; ozone (O₃), about 8%; and methane (CH₄) and nitrous oxide (N₂O), together about 6%. Of the greenhouse gases that human activities emit, CO₂ and CH₄ have the greatest contribution to the excessive warming (Kiehl and Trenberth, 1996).
Increasing greenhouse gas concentrations observed in recent decades drive changes in a variety of Earth’s systems. Global average ocean and air temperatures have been increasing; precipitation patterns have been changing; snow cover and ice sheets have been melting; the oceans have been acidifying; and global sea levels have been rising at accelerated rates (Figure 2). These changes, in turn, have cascading and compounding effects on other natural processes and features such as ocean circulation, storms, precipitation and streamflow, and terrestrial and marine biota around the world (IPCC, 2013, Fletcher, 2013).

Before the industrial age, levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide fluctuated between 180 to 300 parts per million (ppm) by volume (IPCC FAQ, 2007). In the modern industrial age CO₂ levels have surpassed that range, peaking near 400 ppm in 2013 (Figure 3) (NOAA ESRL, 2013). Some greenhouse gases remain in the atmosphere for a long time — from decades to a thousand years — so we will likely continue to see increases in average global temperature and the feedbacks and compounding effects that follow regardless of GHG mitigation efforts (U.S. EPA, 2013).

Figure 2. Observed changes in Northern Hemisphere snow and ice cover (a), Arctic summer sea ice extent (b), global upper ocean heat content (c), and global sea level since 1900 (d). Source: IPCC Working Group 1 AR5 SPM, Figure 3, 2013.
Principal Impacts of Climate Change in Hawai‘i

Hawai‘i is experiencing climate change impacts in unique, region-specific ways. For instance, the rapid acceleration observed in globally averaged rates of sea-level rise (SLR) has not yet been observed in local sea-level data for Hawai‘i, whereas O‘ahu’s daily temperature range is changing much more rapidly than the global mean. It is important to focus on the localized impacts of climate change to adequately understand and prepare for the changes to come. This report identifies the primary impacts by ecosystem to show the complex changes compounding in geographic areas, while recognizing that ecosystems are linked to one another and are impossible to separate entirely. For example, some impacts are felt in multiple ecosystems, such as thermal stress, which affects the health of corals, vegetation, humans, and more. Additionally, an impact in one ecosystem may cause a subsequent impact in another, such as changes in precipitation in terrestrial ecosystems affecting runoff into nearshore marine ecosystems. Keeping these interconnections in mind, impacts are outlined in this report along the following broad divisions:

Marine Ecosystems
- Open Ocean
  - Ocean acidification
  - Increasing sea surface and upper ocean temperature
  - Changing ocean circulation and upwelling patterns
  - Changing nutrient and species distributions

- Coral Reefs and Other Nearshore Habitats
  - Ocean acidification
  - Increasing temperature leading to thermal stress and coral bleaching
  - Increasing sedimentation due to erosion
  - Increasing threat of disease and invasives
  - Changing nutrient supply from changing stormwater runoff patterns

Coasts and the Built Environment
- Sea-level rise leading to increased coastal erosion and inundation
- Increasing frequency and intensity of tropical cyclones

Terrestrial Ecosystems
- Increasing temperature leading to changing habitat ranges
- Changing rainfall frequency and intensity
- Increasing threat of diseases, pests, and invasive species
Freshwater Resources
- Changing rainfall frequency and intensity
- Saltwater intrusion

Human Health
- Increasing threat of heat-induced illnesses
- Increasing threat of pathogens and diseases
- Decreasing water quality and availability due to drought
- Changing frequency and intensity of tropical cyclones (hurricanes)

Some of these impacts have already been observed in Hawai‘i; some are projected to manifest in coming decades. This report characterizes these impacts as such - observations versus projections - recognizing the challenges of climate model downscaling, projection uncertainties, and natural climate variability. The exact timing of when specific climate change thresholds will be met is pertinent for scientists and planners alike, and much climate research centers on this topic, including the IPCC and various climate model downscaling efforts at the University of Hawai‘i (Elison Timm et al., 2011 and Lauer et al., 2013). Projections extending further into the future, say, beyond 100 years, and those involving higher emissions scenarios are less certain by nature. Some impacts have been little studied and thus their projections are less robust. Even some observed changes can carry uncertainty as to the exact source and impact. Atmospheric temperature flux, for example, can be influenced by multiple factors unrelated to anthropogenic climate change, such as regional climate variability at a variety of timescales. Thus, it can be hard to predict temperature at a specific time and place due to this natural variability.

The Precautionary Principle and ‘No Regrets’ Approaches

The Precautionary Principle requires that “when human activities may lead to morally unacceptable harm that is scientifically plausible but uncertain, actions shall be taken to avoid or diminish that harm” (COMEST, 2005). It boils down to erring on the side of caution. In the case of climate science, there are uncertainties and challenges in defining the exact impacts but a growing list of observations provide evidence to see that our environments and communities are at risk. The precautionary principle suggests that society should take proactive climate adaptation action because inaction could lead to further harm. There are several “no regrets” approaches in climate adaptation, employing strategies that serve to benefit communities regardless of the magnitude of future climate changes through hazard mitigation, resource conservation and economic efficiency simultaneously. Preparing for climate change largely entails better preparation for the natural hazards that already threaten our communities such as coastal erosion, flooding, hurricanes, and drought. A “no regrets” approach may appeal to those who may not see the need to react to climate change due to the long-range projections of major impacts, but may see value in the same action to prepare and mitigate for existing natural hazards.
Adaptation, Mitigation, and Response

The variety of changes to the natural environment presented in this report will require different adaptation and response efforts depending on the nature and severity of the impact:

1. **Some impacts are unavoidable and may not be effectively mitigated.** For example, Hawai’i may experience the degradation or loss of some of its most vulnerable marine ecosystems due to continued ocean acidification without a viable, cost-effective means of mitigation.

2. **Some impacts are unavoidable but can be mitigated** by strategies and actions that compensate for, or offset, some of the adverse impacts. For example, Hawai’i may enhance rain catchment programs and water conservation or choose to require new building and zoning codes in the coastal hazard zone to preserve sandy beaches, or harden some areas with shoreline protection and flood control measures to maintain critical infrastructure.

3. **Some impacts are unavoidable but Hawai’i will adapt** by changing our way of life, infrastructure, and economy to maintain a quality of life acceptable to Hawai’i residents. For example, infrastructure may need to be designed to new standards to accommodate flooding rather than stopping it, energy may need to be obtained from renewable sources, and food and water may need to be harvested more sustainably.

4. **Some impacts may be avoidable if future greenhouse gas concentrations can be limited** through improved energy efficiency and development of more sustainable energy sources or effective geo-engineering methods.

There are many benefits for communities that take action to mitigate potential impacts due to climate change. Hawai’i’s communities will be more resilient through progressive land-use policies that integrate sustainability, hazard resilience, and hazard mitigation. Coastal resource conservation and ecosystem-based (e.g., ahupua’a) planning initiatives often serve the multiple benefits of protecting a specific resource while significantly reducing vulnerability to coastal hazards. Proactive efforts to increase open space, restore and provide buffers for coastal wetlands, and relocate major improvements away from vulnerable areas will greatly improve Hawai’i’s resilience to climate change impacts.
II. BACKGROUND: CLIMATE RESEARCH AND SYNTHESIS

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is a scientific body that provides periodic peer-reviewed assessments of climate science to inform international decision-making on climate issues. The international panel, made up of scientists, government representatives, and experts in the climate field, uses a peer review process to assess the latest scientific, technical, and socioeconomic findings, providing an objective source of information (IPCC, 2008). In 2013, the panel issued its fifth report on the physical science basis of global climate change. Selected highlights from this report, especially those relevant to Hawai‘i, are as follows (IPCC, 2013):

**OBSERVED CLIMATE CHANGE:**
- The last 30 years were the warmest since 1850 and likely (66%-100% probability) the warmest 30 years in the last 1400 years.
- CO₂ (carbon dioxide), CH₄ (methane), and N₂O (nitrous oxide) levels are higher than they’ve been in 800,000 years. CO₂ concentrations are 40% higher than pre-industrial times.
- Global mean sea level rose 0.62 ft (0.19 m) over the period from 1901-2010.
- Arctic sea ice, ice sheets, glaciers, and snow cover have shrunk over the last two decades, with most melting rates increasing in the last decade.
- Oceans have absorbed 30% of the additional CO₂ we have added to the atmosphere, contributing to a 26% change in the pH of the ocean.

**PROJECTED CLIMATE CHANGE:**
- Global mean temperature is projected to increase by at least 2.7°F (1.5°C) by the end of the century for intermediate to high future emissions scenarios also referred to as Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (Figure 4).
- Arctic sea ice is projected to lose half to nearly all of its summer ice extent by the end of the century.
- The strongest ocean warming is projected to be felt in tropical and Northern Hemisphere subtropical regions, with increases up to 3.6°F (2.0°C) in the upper ocean above 650 ft (200 m) by the end of the century.
- The contrast between wet and dry regions and seasons will likely become more extreme. The Equatorial Pacific is likely to see an increase in precipitation and it is very likely that wet tropical areas and mid-latitude land will experience more frequent and extreme precipitation.
• Precipitation associated with the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) will likely intensify due to higher water content in air.
• Ocean acidity is projected to continue increasing, changing the pH by at least 0.06 and as much as 0.32 - triple the already observed change - by the end of the century.
• Rates of global sea-level rise are likely to accelerate beyond those already experienced, with sea levels 0.85 to 3.2 ft (0.25 to 1.0 m) higher than present by the end of the century.

Figure 4. IPCC projections for global surface temperature (a), global precipitation (b), Arctic sea ice extent (c), and global ocean acidity (d) for low (RCP 2.6, left) and high (RCP 8.5, right) emissions scenarios. IPCC, 2013.
In 2012, the Pacific Islands Regional Climate Assessment (PIRCA) developed a comprehensive report, *Climate Change and Pacific Islands: Indicators and Impacts*, to assess climate change and its impacts on Pacific islands, as well as the adaptive capacity of those islands to change (Keener et al., 2012). The PIRCA report was a regional contribution, focusing on Hawai‘i and the U.S.-Affiliated Pacific Islands, to the National Climate Assessment (NCA), which is a compiled report on nationwide climate change prepared every four years as required by the Global Change Research Act of 1990. Over 100 scientists and practitioners in the climate field provided input on impacts and adaptation approaches to freshwater supply and drought, sea-level rise and coastal inundation, and aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. Key climate impacts identified in the PIRCA include:

- Atolls, reefs, coasts, and high elevations on Pacific islands will be most vulnerable to the compounding impacts of projected changes in the region.
- Freshwater supply, especially on atolls, will decline.
- Increased coastal flooding and erosion due to sea-level rise will damage infrastructure, agriculture, tourism, endangered species habitat, and coral reefs.
- Short-term sea level changes such as high tides and storm surge will compound the effects of climate-induced sea-level rise.
- Warmer oceans will lead to increased coral bleaching.
- As the ocean absorbs more CO₂ from the atmosphere, it will become increasingly acidic threatening both nearshore and open ocean ecosystems.
- Changes in marine ecosystems will alter fish distribution and ultimately decrease fish populations.
- Native plants and animals will be exposed to greater environmental stressors.
- The practice of and connection to cultural heritage on Pacific islands will be at risk due to changing availability of resources and damage to infrastructure and land.
III. CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS TO HAWAI‘I’S ECOSYSTEMS

The observed and projected influences of climate change on global and local ecosystems are diverse and often detrimental. Some of the changes likely to impact Hawai‘i’s ecosystems include accelerated sea-level rise, ocean and atmospheric warming, increased flooding, ocean acidification, changing distributions of terrestrial and marine biota, changing intensity and frequency of storms among others (Figure 5). Because Hawai‘i is a coastal society and reliant on tourism as a primary economy, the economic and societal consequences of these climate impacts will be far reaching (Cristini, 2013).

An interdisciplinary approach utilizing a variety of scientific, economic, and socio-cultural disciplines will assist in assessment of the primary impacts of climate change in Hawai‘i. This section presents a broad overview of scientific findings, both Hawai‘i-specific and global in scope, on climate impacts to the physical environment and their potential effects to Hawai‘i. The impacts in the following ecosystem sections are divided into observed trends and projected changes. Information presented in this section is intended to be used to help Hawai‘i’s communities better understand the consequences of climate change and begin to plan for them.

Figure 5. Key Indicators of Climate Change in the Pacific Islands Region. Source: Pacific Island Regional Climate Assessment (PIRCA), 2012, graphic designed by Susan Yamamoto, adapted from “Ten Indicators of a Warming World,” in NOAA National Climatic Data Center, State of the Climate in 2009 (report).
Hawaiian ecosystems, some of which are already heavily altered, will be challenged by increasing frequency and severity of climate-related disturbances (e.g., storms, flooding, drought, wildfire, invasive species, ocean acidification) and continued pressure from anthropogenic influences (e.g., land-use change, pollution, fragmentation of natural systems, overexploitation of resources). Evidence of many of these climate-related impacts has already been observed in Hawai‘i but additional research is needed to improve forecasts of future ecosystem impacts. These climate-related hazards challenge us to continue to improve our understanding of specific risks through collaborative scientific research and develop innovative solutions for adaptation.

**Figure 6.** Sea surface temperature anomalies in the Pacific during El Niño (left), with warmer equatorial waters in the eastern Pacific (red shaded area), and La Niña (right), with colder equatorial waters (blue shaded area). Source: NOAA NCDC [http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sst/](http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sst/).

---

**ENSO and PDO**

The El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is a multi-year climatological phenomenon with two opposite phases - El Niño and La Niña - that affects temperature and precipitation, among other variables, in the Pacific Ocean and has important consequences for climate patterns around the world. The El Niño phase exhibits an anomalous warming of the equatorial waters in the eastern Pacific (red shaded area in Figure 6), typically bringing drier conditions to Hawai‘i. Average El Niño events persist for 6 to 18 months and they usually occur once every three to seven years. The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) is a long-lived El Niño-like pattern of Pacific climate variability that shifts phases on a multi-decadal time scale, usually about 20 to 30 years. In contrast with El Niño’s effect on tropical ocean temperatures, the oceanographic and climatic fingerprints of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation are more evident in the mid-latitudes of the North Pacific and North America (CIG, 2009).
1. Marine Ecosystems

A. OPEN OCEAN
The physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of the ocean are shifting globally and around Hawai‘i under the influence of climate change. Although it still maintains an overall basic pH, the ocean is getting warmer and more acidic. Warming has the potential to drive changes in circulation which could influence the distribution of the nutrients necessary to support whole food webs from plankton, up to fish and whales. Entire ocean biomes are projected to shift in size and location with a warming ocean. Ocean warming could also be favorable to pathogens and invasive species, threatening native and endemic species.

Ocean Acidification

Oceans serve as carbon sinks, absorbing over a third of the extra CO₂ added to the atmosphere through human activities. Absorbing CO₂ changes the acidity, or pH, of seawater. The pH scale ranges from 0, highly acidic, to 14, highly basic, with seawater slightly basic around 8 (NOAA PMEL). Since the industrial age, the global mean ocean pH has dropped by 0.1, which translates to a 30% increase in acidity due to the logarithmic scale used for pH (IPCC, 2013). Higher acidity decreases the availability of dissolved minerals in seawater, particularly calcium carbonate, which is necessary for many marine organisms, such as coral, shellfish, and plankton, to perform various biological processes including building shells and skeletons (NOAA PMEL) (Figure 7).

OBSERVED CHANGES
- The average pH of the world’s oceans has fallen by 0.1 pH unit since 1750 because of the uptake of carbon dioxide caused by human activities (IPCC, 2013).
- Increased ocean acidification has been observed near Hawai‘i and other areas of the North Pacific (Byrne et al., 2010, Dore et al., 2009).
- In the North Pacific, sea surface temperatures have been rising, on average, by about 0.22°F (0.12°C) per decade (Casey and Cornillon, 2001).
- Large-scale ocean gyres in the Pacific and Atlantic have shown dramatic decreases in biological productivity in the past decade (Polovina et al., 2008).

Figure 7. A pteropod shell dissolving in acidified water over the course of 45 days. Source: David Liittschwager and National Geographic Images. Used with permission. All rights reserved.
PROJECTED CHANGES

- The acidification of global oceans is expected to continue and possibly accelerate, with a potential pH drop of 0.1 to 0.4 projected between 2050 and 2100, threatening some calcifying plankton, corals, and other species (Kuffner et al., 2008) (Figure 7).
- Changing ocean temperatures could alter ocean circulation and climate variability patterns, which could, in turn, disrupt the timing of feeding and spawning of marine species and reduce primary productivity and fish catches around the Hawaiian Islands (Trenberth, 1990; Mimura et al., 2007; Karl et al., 2001; Bowler et al., 2009).
- Native and endemic species could be threatened by the expansion in the range of invasive species due to increasing temperatures (Keller et al., 2009).
- In the near term, changes in Pacific Ocean biomes could improve some species catches. In the longer term, biomes are projected to decrease in productivity with skipjack and bigeye tuna catches decreasing by 8 and 27%, respectively, by 2100 (Lehodey et al., 2011).
- Whole ocean biomes are projected to change in area, productivity, and location. The Pacific subtropical biome is projected to shift northward by 1,000 km per 100 years and eastward by 2,000 km per 100 years (Polovina et al., 2011).

COMMENT: RESEARCH PROGRESS AND POLICY

Intensive ocean acidification research continues to track the potentially dramatic effects of increased acidity on Hawai‘i’s ocean and the ecosystems it supports. The influence that climate change will have on PDO and ENSO patterns is not well understood, but will have great bearing on ocean dynamics and marine fisheries since ENSO and PDO play a major role in climatic and oceanographic patterns and the associated global distribution of commercial fisheries.
B. CORAL REEFS AND OTHER NEARSHORE HABITATS

Coral reefs and other nearshore habitats face degradation from both climate change and localized anthropogenic influences, including but not limited to, sedimentation, direct physical impacts, overfishing, nutrient loading from runoff, and erosion. Increasing sea surface temperatures lead to thermal stress in some marine animals and coral bleaching. Ocean acidification can inhibit important biological processes like calcification, which is necessary for coral and shell production. Changing precipitation patterns over islands influence the quantities and concentration of stormwater runoff that enters coastal waters. Increases in sea-level rise and coastal inundation will change the nearshore environment on which these habitats stand and may result in ecosystem shifts or loss.

OBSERVED CHANGES

- Global ocean acidity has increased by 30%, a pH change of 0.1, resulting in the decreased availability of dissolved carbonate minerals.
- Acidification can cause a variety of responses in marine organisms, including inhibited development of calcium carbonate shells or skeletons in corals, shellfish, and plankton, and impaired physiological functions of some reef fish (Kuffner et al., 2008; Doney et al., 2012; Ishimatsu et al., 2005; Zeebe et al., 2008; Ries et al., 2009).
- The impacts of ocean acidification vary by species, but most coral species show reduced growth under lower pH conditions (Doney et al., 2012).
- Oceans have absorbed over 90% of Earth’s excess warming, resulting in a sea surface warming within the upper 650 feet of ocean (200 meters) of 0.13-0.41°F (0.07-0.23°C) per decade, since 1970 (IPCC, 2013; Australian Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO, 2011).
• Coral bleaching, a process in which corals expel symbiotic algae, can occur when upper temperature limits of reef building corals are reached for prolonged periods, which can be as little as 1.8°F (1°C) warmer (Doney et al., 2012; Keller et al., 2009; Jokiel and Brown, 2004).

• When stressed by environmental conditions, such as poor water quality and high temperatures, corals are more vulnerable to pathogens and rapid growth of algae, such as cyanobacteria (Harvell et al., 2002; Paerl and Paul, 2012).

• Bleached corals were observed in Kāneʻohe Bay, Oʻahu in 1996 and in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands in 2002 and 2004. These events were attributed to spikes in sea surface temperatures greater than 1.8°F (1°C), high solar energy, and low winds (Friedlander et al., 2009).

• In the past, flash floods in Hawaiʻi have often resulted in increased sediment load to the nearshore environment and have caused impacts to coral reefs from sedimentation, and stormwater runoff.

**PROJECTIONS**

• With increasing atmospheric carbon content, ocean pH is projected to decline by at least an additional 0.1 and as much as 0.4 by 2100 (Doney et al., 2012; Royal Society, 2005).

• Under current emissions trends, most global coral reef habitats may support only adequate or marginal conditions for calcification by the year 2030 (Keener et al., 2012; Burke et al., 2011).

• Some nearshore marine plants, such as algae and grasses, may show increases in production with increasing carbon content of the ocean (Doney et al., 2009).

• Increased runoff and pollution could harm coral reefs and the fish species that depend on them and affect the frequency, intensity, and duration of harmful algal blooms (Harvell et al., 1999; Ogston and Field, 2010).

• Long-term trends in sea surface temperatures are projected to continue warming, increasing between 2.3°F and 4.9°F (1.3°C and 2.7°C) in the Pacific by 2100 (Australian Bureau of Meteorology and CSIRO, 2011).

• Coral mortality, due to bleaching and acidification, could lead to a shift towards algae-dominated seafloors, which has particular importance to biodiversity in Hawaiʻi due to the high percentage of endemic coral species in Hawaiʻi (25-40%) (Doney et al., 2009; Doney et al., 2012, A. Friedlander personal communication, 2013).
• Climate-induced changes in ENSO frequency and intensity could increase coral bleaching events, which have in the past been linked to El Niño-driven temperature increases (Trenberth, 1990; Wilkinson et al., 1999; Shea et al., 2001).
• Coral reefs can grow vertically to adapt to rising sea levels at modest rates, around 10-20 mm per year, but could “drown” for lack of sunlight at higher rates of rise (Grigg, 1989).

COMMENT: RESEARCH PROGRESS AND POLICY
Healthy coral reefs are among the most diverse ecosystems on the planet and they provide opportunities for recreation, tourism, fishing, and cultural practices as well as coastal storm hazard mitigation. Continued research is needed to further understand the current and potential impacts of decreased ocean pH on Hawai’i’s marine ecosystems. The response of coral growth to rapid sea-level rise is also uncertain, especially in previously degraded areas and under poor environmental conditions. Controlling land-based sources of stormwater runoff and water pollution with climate change in mind may help alleviate the effects of climate-related changes.

2. Coasts and the Built Environment
Hawai’i has over 750 miles of coastline comprised of a diverse mixture of environments, including sandy carbonate beaches, steep bluffs, densely-developed lowlands, lava benches, marshes and fishponds, many of which are eroding due to natural and anthropogenic causes. Hawai’i’s coastal communities and ecosystems are exposed to a wide variety of coastal hazards including high wave events, hurricanes, tsunamis, and extreme tides. The impacts of these events are exacerbated by the rise of sea level and may be further amplified by accelerated rise and changing storm and cyclone patterns. The combined effects of these phenomena can cause shorelines to retreat, bluffs and cliffs to catastrophically fail, and low coastal areas to become inundated. Projected sea-level rise will undoubtedly increase erosion and flooding statewide and expose our coastal communities to greater hazards.

Local examples of modern high tide inundation and erosion on Waikiki Beach, Honolulu, 2008. Chris Conger (left) and Sunset Beach, O’ahu, 2013. Dolan Eversole (right). These events are indicators of what we might expect with increasing frequency with increased sea levels in the future.
Sea-Level Rise

The global average sea level is rising for a number of reasons. The two biggest global contributions are from thermal expansion, the process of warming water expanding, and from the melting of land-based ice sheets and glaciers adding volume to the ocean. The sea doesn’t rise equally everywhere, however. Rates of sea-level rise can vary substantially between regions, and even islands, due to geologic uplift and subsidence, ocean currents, wind patterns, gravitational pull, and other factors (Figures 8 and 9).


Figure 9. Example of varying relative sea-level rise in Hawai‘i due to lithospheric flexure. Source: UH Coastal Geology Group.
OBSERVATIONS

- Sea level has been rising in Hawai‘i for the past century or more. Rates of rise vary amongst the islands due to differing rates of subsidence based on distance from actively-growing Hawai‘i Island. Rates of sea-level rise in Hawai‘i ranged from 0.6 inches (1.5 cm) on O‘ahu and Kaua‘i, to 1.3 inches (3.3 cm) on Hawai‘i Island per decade over the last century (NOAA CO-OPS, 2013) (Figure 9).
- Over the past century, 70% of the beaches in Hawai‘i have eroded and over 13 miles of beach have been completely lost to erosion (Fletcher et al., 2012). This dominant trend of beach erosion could be driven by local sea-level rise (Romine et al., 2013).
- Shoreline retreat, averaging 1 ft per year (0.3 m/yr) statewide, wetland migration and cliff collapse due to erosion are occurring now on many of Hawai‘i’s coastlines (UH Coastal Geology Group, 2013; Fletcher, et al., 2010).
- Elevated groundwater tables, due in part to sea-level rise, are contributing to flooding in low coastal areas during higher tides and heavy rainfall events (Guldry and Mackenzie, 2006, Fletcher, 2010; Rotzoll and Fletcher, 2013).
- Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets are melting faster than previously predicted, which is contributing to the acceleration of global sea-level rise (Kammen, 2009; Fletcher, 2009).
- More tropical cyclones have developed from storms in the Pacific between 1991 and 2010 than previously recorded from the last century (Webster et al., 2005).
- Recent increases in worldwide societal impacts from tropical cyclones have largely been caused by rising concentrations of population and infrastructure in coastal regions (WMO, 2006).

PROJECTIONS

- A survey of 90 experts in the field of sea-level rise research produced mean estimates of 1 ft and 3 ft (0.3 m and 0.9 m) by the year 2100 for low and high emission concentration scenarios, respectively (Figure 10) (NOAA, 2012, Codiga and Wager, 2011; Richardson, 2009; Hansen, 2007; Horton et al., 2013).
- Hawai‘i and the central western Pacific Ocean has been modeled to experience about 1 ft-2.5 ft (0.3 m-0.8 m) higher than global average sea-level rise by the year 2100 (Spada et al., 2013).
- Portions of low lying coastal areas may be submerged, such as Hanalei, Kaua‘i; Kahului, Maui; Hilo, Hawai‘i; and Waikiki Beach, O‘ahu (Figure 11) (Keener et al., 2012; NOAA, 2014).

Figure 10. Mean projections for global sea-level rise averaged from a survey of 90 expert in the field of sea level for low (blue) and high (red) greenhouse gas concentration scenarios. Dashed lines show projections from a NOAA SLR Assessment, (NOAA, 2012).
• Sea-level rise has the potential to harm cultural sites on the coastline such as beaches, heiau, fishponds, and lo‘i, risking the loss of cultural practices and heritage therein.

• Models that employ statistical relationships between past sea level and climate forcing, called semi-empirical models, generally project higher rates of sea-level rise, reaching about 3-5 ft (1-1.5 m) by 2100 (NOAA, 2012; NOAA, 2014; Grinsted et al., 2010; Rahmstorf, 2007; IPCC, 2013; Fletcher, 2013).

• With the long-term trend of sea-level rise, short-term events such as seasonal high surf, tsunamis, king tides, and high tides associated with oceanic eddies could reach farther inland and damage more infrastructure (Firing and Merrifield, 2004).

• Investigations and Brunn-Rule models of shoreline response to sea-level rise suggest a ratio of as much as 100:1 shoreline retreat for every 1 unit of sea-level rise (Fletcher et al., 2010; Romine et al., 2013).

• Beach and wetland systems may not be able to adapt to rising sea levels and could be lost if not allowed to migrate landward. The loss of wetlands could reduce the coast’s ability to buffer impacts from storms and flooding (NOAA, 2014; Nyman et al., 1993; Badola and Hussain, 2005; SIG 2008).

• Inundation caused by elevated groundwater tables due to sea-level rise may breach the land surface in low-lying areas during higher tides and exacerbate existing flooding problems (Guidry and Mackenzie, 2006, Fletcher, 2010; Rotzoll and Fletcher, 2013).

**Hawai‘i Beach Loss**

A 2008 economic impact analysis of the potential complete erosion of Waikiki Beach on the island of O‘ahu suggests the economic impact on total hotel revenues could be as much as $661.2 million annually (WIA, 2008). This same report estimates that nearly $2.0 billion in overall visitor expenditures could be lost annually due to a complete erosion of Waikiki Beach if no other economic sector replaces tourism there. In addition to potential direct impact on visitor expenditures, the estimated decline in room demand due to beach erosion could also result in a hotel industry job loss of 6,352 jobs based on the analyses and data provided by the State of Hawai‘i. This is just one local example of the potential economic impact to one sector due to climate change. Similar studies in the U.S. found costs of inaction could exceed the cost of mitigation and adaptation (Stanton and Ackerman, 2007; CIER, 2007; IPCC, 2007).
- Global average cyclone intensity is expected to increase in response to warmer temperatures and other changing climatic conditions (Knutson et al., 2010; Emmanuel, 2008; Yu et al., 2009; Knutson et al., 2004).
- Locally, Hawai‘i is expected to see an increased frequency of tropical cyclones as the storm track may shift northwards towards the Central North Pacific (Li et al., 2010; Murakami et al., 2013; Keener et al., 2012).
- Future increased frequency and intensity of storms, rising ocean levels and decreased coral reef framework could result in an increase in coastal inundation and erosion.

**COMMENT: RESEARCH PROGRESS AND POLICY**

Sea-level rise and the associated coastal impacts due to increased inundation, groundwater table elevation, storm surge, and erosion has the potential to harm an array of coastal infrastructure and environments in Hawai‘i including but not limited to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infrastructure</th>
<th>Environments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>schools and hospitals</td>
<td>beaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airports, harbor facilities, and roads</td>
<td>dunes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>police and fire stations</td>
<td>coral reefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power plants, oil refineries, and fuel depots</td>
<td>coastal aquifers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wastewater and hazardous waste sites</td>
<td>wetlands and estuaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>military installations</td>
<td>anchialine ponds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is an opportunity to identify a range of local sea-level rise scenarios for planning as suggested by NOAA and others (NOAA, 2012). Planning benchmarks are commonly targeted for the year 2100 and range from approximately 1-6 feet (NOAA, 2012). Using such sea level scenarios might greatly inform mid- and long-term (30-100 years) land-use and hazard mitigation planning strategies. While there is always going to be some degree of uncertainty in the modeled projections for sea level, these limitations should not preclude communities from planning and implementing adaptation strategies today, recognizing that better data will always be available tomorrow. Similarly, though the trends in tropical storm and cyclone frequency and intensity for Hawai‘i hold some uncertainty, their potential impacts are significant. Further development and refinement of downscaled, regional climate models is needed to understand future cyclone characteristics in Hawai‘i.

Continued and updated mapping of coastal erosion trends and sea level flooding hazards is needed to keep track of potential impacts from sea-level rise and climate change. New and sustained integrated sea-level rise research will improve the forecasts of the effects on shoreline change and coastal inundation and will facilitate the development of the next-generation of coastal hazard maps and planning tools to aid community resilience through urban land use planning. An integrated approach to coastline management incorporating climate and hazards science, economics, urban planning, socio-cultural and environmental concerns may help to avoid further impacts to Hawai‘i’s coastal, cultural, recreational, and environmental resources.
3. Terrestrial Ecosystems

Hawai‘i is home to a number of endemic species, from the Hawaiian honeycreeper to the Haleakalā silversword, which are at risk of altered habitats and conditions. As the extent of native habitats may diminish, ranges for pests, diseases and invasive species may expand. Warming air temperatures could cause ecosystems to shift upslope and decline in size. Higher elevations are bearing the brunt of these changes and lower elevations are seeing new habitats emerge that previously didn’t exist in the archipelago. Changes in precipitation, covered more thoroughly in Freshwater Resources, could affect terrestrial ecosystems including flooding, erosion, drought, and fire.

OBSERVATIONS

- Air temperature has exhibited a consistent increasing trend in Hawai‘i over the last 100 years, the rate of which has quadrupled in the last 40 years to over 0.3°F (0.17°C) per decade. This increasing trend is more extreme at higher elevations (Safeeq et al., 2012; Giambelluca et al., 2008).
- The difference between the nightly low and daytime high temperature, an important factor for many terrestrial species, is decreasing more rapidly in Hawai‘i than global mean (Safeeq et al., 2012).
- Air temperature is heavily influenced by natural climate variability, including the Pacific Decadal Oscillation and the associated absorption of heat by the Pacific Ocean, which could be responsible for the observed stabilization of global land temperatures in the last 15 years (Kosaka and Xie, 2013).
- Precipitation frequency and intensities have changed with varying trends across all islands, affecting indigenous and introduced plants and animals alike (see Freshwater Resources for more information).

PROJECTIONS

- Hawai‘i is projected to continue warming, with a range of +4-5°F (2.2-2.8°C) for high emissions scenarios by the year 2085 (Keener et al., 2013).
- Warming could cause a shift in the habitat ranges of native plants such as the Haleakalā silversword (‘āhinahina), which is only found at high elevation on Mount Haleakalā and has experienced a decline in population over the last 20 years that is connected to temperature increase (Krushelnycky et al., 2011).
- Endemic bird species, such as the Hawaiian honeycreeper, could decline in population due to the warming of high-elevation forests where risk of avian disease transmission was previously low (Benning et al., 2002).
- Climate projections for terrestrial plants show that the species most vulnerable to climate change tend to be species of conservation concern due to non-climatic threats with numerous species that have no compatible climate areas remaining by the year 2100. Species primarily associated with dry forests have higher vulnerability than species from any other habitat type (Fortini et al., 2013).
• Elevated carbon dioxide (CO₂) concentrations could benefit photosynthesis in some plants and crops but agricultural yields in low latitudes are projected to decline with heat and water stress (Rosenzweig and Parry, 1994).
• Precipitation trends will vary among islands, and even among watersheds, causing a range of responses in terrestrial biota (see Freshwater Resources for more information.)

**Figure 12.** Warming temperatures could cause loss of high-elevation forests and habitat connectivity, such as in the Alaka‘i swamp, Kaua‘i where habitat related to the 62°F (17°C) isotherm (yellow line) in 2002 (left) is projected to retreat in a 3.6°F (2°C) warming scenario in the future (right) (Benning et al., 2002).

**COMMENT: RESEARCH PROGRESS AND POLICY**
Although the average atmospheric and land surface temperature trends in Hawai‘i have risen and are projected to continue rising, the rates will vary spatially depending on land uses, topography, and trade wind and precipitation patterns. The effect of climate change on the trade winds, which bring a steady supply of rainfall to the Hawaiian islands, is a source of uncertainty in local predictions and remains an area of research interest. A greater understanding of the interactions between PDO, ENSO, and climate change will help to better resolve temperature changes in Hawai‘i. Similarly, uncertainty as to the response of agriculture to increased atmospheric CO₂ begs further research. Particular attention must be made to employ ecosystem- and watershed-based conservation of native and endemic species, wetlands and high elevation forests to avoid extinction. Diligent monitoring for invasive species prevention through strong biosecurity and early detection systems will help protect existing ecosystems.
4. Freshwater Resources

Rainfall in Hawai‘i varies dramatically both temporally and spatially based on trade winds, topography, mid-latitude weather systems, storms and cyclones, ENSO and PDO phases and much more (Schroeder, 1993). Climate change, natural variability, land use, complex topography, and other factors combine to present a challenge to the accurate projection of future rainfall and runoff patterns. Trends and projections vary from island to island, and even valley to valley. The overarching past trend across the islands has been a decrease in total rainfall. The projections show a potential increase in frequency of extreme rain events. These projections have implications for stormwater infrastructure, sustainable yield from aquifers, and runoff into coastal waters.

OBSERVATIONS

- Hawai‘i’s total annual average rainfall, represented by the Hawai‘i Rainfall Index, has decreased over the last century (Figure 13) (Chu, 1995; Chu and Chen, 2005).
- Streamflow records also show a decline in base flow over the last century by 20-70%, depending on the watershed, suggesting a decrease in groundwater level (Oki, 2004; Bassiouni and Oki, 2012; Giambelluca et al., 1991).
- At rain gauge stations across Hawai‘i, the number of high intensity rain events has decreased by 27% while the frequency of low intensity rain events has increased (Elison Timm et al., 2011; Chu et al., 2010).
- Rainfall has become less intense for the western islands (O‘ahu and Kaua‘i) over the last 60 years but more intense for the island of Hawai‘i (east). For Maui, the trend pattern in rainfall intensity is mixed. (Chu et al., 2010).
- High intensity rainfall can cause flash flooding, which is common in Hawai‘i due to steep terrain and concrete stream channels, and has occasionally resulted in multimillion dollars of damage to infrastructure. It can also affect nearshore ecosystems (see Marine Ecosystems).
- Hawai‘i has experienced longer droughts in recent years, as all the populated islands show an increasing trend in length of dry periods during 1980-2011, as compared with 1950-1970 (Chu et al., 2010).
- Prevailing northeasterly trade winds, which drive orographic precipitation on windward coasts, have decreased in frequency since 1973 in Hawai‘i (Figure 14) (Collins et al., 2010; Tokinaga et al., 2012; Garza et al., 2012).

Figure 13. Time-series of the Hawai‘i Rainfall Index (HRI) showing a long-term decreasing trend over the last century Source: Chen and Chu, 2005.

Figure 14. Number of days per year that northeasterly trade winds were recorded in Honolulu, revealing a downward trend (Garza et al., 2012)
PROJECTIONS

- Coarse global models indicate that the southerly main Hawaiian islands (Hawai‘i and Maui) may become wetter towards the end of the 21st century while those in the north (Kaua‘i and O‘ahu) become slightly drier, though rainfall projections for Hawai‘i are still quite uncertain (Keener et al., 2013).
- For the southern shoreline of O‘ahu, the frequency of heavy rainfall is projected to increase through 2040, with those heavy rainfall events becoming less extreme (Norton et al., 2011).
- Timm et al., 2014 applied a statistical downscaling method described by Timm and Diaz, 2009, in order to find a connection between the large-scale atmospheric circulation over the Pacific with the rainfall over Hawai‘i. It is concluded from the six-model ensemble that the most likely scenario for Hawai‘i by the late 21st century is a 5%-10% reduction of the wet-season precipitation and a 5% increase during the dry season, as a result of changes in the wind field.
- Other models suggest that summer dry months will become wetter while winter wet months become drier in Hawai‘i over open ocean environments. (Lauer et al., 2013; Takahashi et al., 2011). It is still uncertain how this will translate over highly variable terrain in Hawai‘i.
  - If drought events continue to increase, dry areas could see more fire and problems with stressed water supplies.
  - A modeling study of the Makaha, O‘ahu watershed showed that streamflow is very sensitive to changes in precipitation, for instance, a 20% decline in precipitation led to a 50% decline in stream flow and a 20% increase led to a 72% increase in streamflow (Safeeq and Fares, 2012).
  - Sea-level rise can increase saltwater intrusion in parts of the aquifer and cause the groundwater table to rise, resulting in inundation of low-lying areas and infrastructure (Rotzoll and Fletcher, 2013). See page 16: Coasts and the Built Environment.

COMMENT: RESEARCH PROGRESS AND POLICY

Some regions of Hawai‘i could experience more drought conditions while other regions could see unprecedented flooding. Both extremes have implications for agriculture,
5. Human Health

In a rapidly changing climate, Hawai‘i residents will face natural hazard threats similar to those described in preceding sections. Just as coral reefs face bleaching in warmer water, vulnerable individuals may experience heatstroke and illness during heat waves. Hawai‘i faces some of the same risks to human health that other Pacific Islands face, such as increased levels of vector-borne diseases, water-borne diseases such as cholera, fish poisoning, heat-related illnesses, mental health problems, respiratory diseases and other non-communicable diseases, and injury and death from tropical storms and cyclones (SPC, 2013; Colwell, 1996; Lewis, 2012). Due to the state’s robust sanitation and healthcare infrastructure, Hawai‘i residents are less vulnerable to many of these threats than many other Pacific Island locations. While many vector-based human health issues are closely associated with sanitation and healthy ecosystems, it is important to note that climate change could exacerbate these problems and will require extra diligence in monitoring for changes to disease and climate-related illness.

OBSERVATIONS

- Some vector-borne diseases, such as dengue fever spread by mosquitoes, are correlated with wet, warm conditions because of increased availability of stagnant water and shorter incubation periods for vectors. In 2001 and 2002, Maui experienced an outbreak of dengue fever during a period of warmer and wetter conditions (Kolviras, 2010; SPC 2013).
- Hawai‘i may be at a high risk of vector-based disease due to the high volume of foreign visitors and imports.
Inundation and flooding has led to contamination of surface water and groundwater on some Pacific islands (Presley, 2005; Hezel, 2009).

Polluted runoff associated with excessive stormwater can contain sewage from overflowing manholes or chemicals from commercial and industrial facilities and has already caused the closure of Hawai‘i beaches annually (Hawai‘i Department of Health, 2014).

Leptospirosis is a documented infectious disease presently affecting Hawai‘i’s surface waters, with increased infection rates during the wetter winter season (Katz et al., 2011).

PROJECTIONS

• More frequent or intense occurrences of extreme weather events, such as heat waves and tropical storms and cyclones, could cause more instances of injury and death (SPC, 2013).

• Inundation and flooding can lead to contamination of surface waters. Infection from exposure through recreation (e.g., swimming) or occupation (e.g., taro farming) could be of particular concern (Keener et al., 2012; Katz et al., 2011).

• Ciguatera and other marine pathogens may extend their range as a result of warming oceans, resulting in more toxins in seafood (SPC, 2013).

• Hawai‘i is expected to experience average air temperature extremes that exceed the annual maximum by the year 2023 under a “business as usual” greenhouse gas emissions scenario. The mean annual temperature for the location exceeds historical bounds by the year 2050 under a less aggressive emission scenario (Figure 15) (Mora et al., 2013).

• With increased temperatures, some residents could face increased vulnerability to extreme heat and its associated illnesses such as heatstroke and cardiovascular and kidney disease (NRDC, 2013).

COMMENT: RESEARCH PROGRESS AND POLICY

It is important that Hawai‘i maintain the capacity to monitor for and mitigate epidemics and tropical diseases not currently in Hawai‘i. Monitoring the emergence of new pathogens, such as dengue fever, and spread of existing diseases, such as leptospirosis, in addition to maintaining vector control systems will help curb infection and disease. Food scarcity due to local drought is of less concern for Hawai‘i due to its high proportion of imported goods, but consideration should be made for food security and sustainability in the case of interruption of imports due to distant climate impacts such as storms, droughts, and other disruptive events elsewhere. Maintaining a strong Food Self Sufficiency Strategy for Hawai‘i may serve as a mitigation and adaptation strategy that decreases Hawai‘i’s food carbon footprint (via imports) while increasing community resilience to climate and natural hazards.
IV. NEXT STEPS FOR CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION IN HAWAI‘I

Climate-related changes identified in this document have great potential to alter Hawai‘i’s natural and built environments as well as the economies and communities that depend on them. In the face of these changes, residents, elected officials, resource managers, and researchers will need to work together to find timely and effective adaptation and mitigation strategies.

In November 2013, President Barack Obama appointed Hawai‘i Governor Neil Abercrombie as one of only eight governors to serve on the task force, a tremendous opportunity for Hawai‘i to share our unique perspective and needs so the federal government can better support our local efforts.

On May 6, 2014, the U.S. Global Change Research Program released the Third National Climate Assessment, the most comprehensive, authoritative, transparent scientific report on U.S. climate change impacts ever generated. The Hawai‘i section of the national report can be found here: http://nca2014.globalchange.gov/highlights/regions/hawaii#intro-section
APPENDIX A: HAWAI‘I CLIMATE ADAPTATION POLICY

In 2012, Hawai‘i’s legislature passed Act 286, HRS §226-109, amending the Hawai‘i State Planning Act to incorporate climate adaptation into county and state actions, including land use, capital improvement, and program decisions (see priority guidelines below). The State Office of Planning plans to implement the policy with other agencies and organizations through the Ocean Resources Management Plan (ORMP). For more information on recent climate change legislation in Hawai‘i, see UH Sea Grant’s Climate Change Law and Policy in Hawai‘i, Briefing Sheet 2012.

Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (§226-109)
Climate change adaptation priority guidelines. Priority guidelines to prepare the State to address the impacts of climate change, including impacts to the areas of agriculture; conservation lands; coastal and nearshore marine areas; natural and cultural resources; education; energy; higher education; health; historic preservation; water resources; the built environment, such as housing, recreation, transportation; and the economy shall:

(1) Ensure that Hawai‘i’s people are educated, informed, and aware of the impacts climate change may have on their communities;
(2) Encourage community stewardship groups and local stakeholders to participate in planning and implementation of climate change policies;
(3) Invest in continued monitoring and research of Hawaii’s climate and the impacts of climate change on the State;
(4) Consider Hawaiian traditional knowledge and practices in planning for the impacts of climate change;
(5) Encourage the preservation and restoration of natural landscape features, such as coral reefs, beaches and dunes, forests, streams, floodplains, and wetlands, that have the inherent capacity to avoid, minimize, or mitigate the impacts of climate change;
(6) Explore adaptation strategies that moderate harm or exploit beneficial opportunities in response to actual or expected climate change impacts to the natural and built environments;
(7) Promote sector resilience in areas such as water, roads, airports, and public health, by encouraging the identification of climate change threats, assessment of potential consequences, and evaluation of adaptation options;
(8) Foster cross-jurisdictional collaboration between county, state, and federal agencies and partnerships between government and private entities and other non-governmental entities, including nonprofit entities;
(9) Use management and implementation approaches that encourage the continual collection, evaluation, and integration of new information and strategies into new and existing practices, policies, and plans; and
(10) Encourage planning and management of the natural and built environments that effectively integrate climate change policy. (L 2012, c 286, §2)
APPENDIX B: ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

UH Sea Grant Publications
Future Climate Change, Sea-Level Rise, and Ocean Acidification: Implications for Hawai’i and Western Pacific Fisheries Management, 2013
Climate Change and the Visitor Industry: People, Place, Culture and the Hawai’i Experience, 2013
Climate Change Law and Policy in Hawai’i, Briefing Sheet 2012
Sea-Level Rise and Coastal Land Use in Hawai’i: A Policy Tool Kit for State and Local Governments, 2011
Hawai’i’s Changing Climate, Briefing Sheet 2010
Coastal Geology Group, University of Hawai’i Mānoa
http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/coasts/

Other Resources:
Hawai’i Department of Land and Natural Resources.
http://dlnr.hawaii.gov/
State of Hawai’i Office of Planning
Asia Pacific Data Research Center
http://apdrc.soest.hawaii.edu/
Pacific Islands Climate Education Partnership
http://pcep.wested.org/index.html
Pacific Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessments (RISA)
http://www.pacificrisa.org/
On the Shores of Paradise
http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/coasts/publications/shores/index.html
Pacific Islands Regional Climate Assessment
http://www.pacificrisa.org/projects/pirca/
Climate Change: What the science tells us.
Pacific Islands Climate Change Cooperative
http://picccc.net/
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